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Radiation Pattern Port1 Azimuth
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Radiation Pattern Port1 Elevation
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Radiation Pattern Port2 Azimuth
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Radiation Pattern Port2 Elevation
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Radiation Pattern Port3 Azimuth
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Radiation Pattern Port3 Elevation
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Radiation Pattern Port4 Azimuth
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Radiation Pattern Port4 Elevation
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Chamber Information
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Test Set Up

Test date: 10/10/2023.
Test personnel: MJ McAssey.
Equipment: NSI 600C antenna measurement system.
Calibration: System verified with standard gain horn on date of test.
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Calculations
Because the antennas are fixed in location within the device the directional antenna gain for MIMO is calculated 
over a sphere using the raw spatial data taken at 15 degree steps of theta and phi for each antenna using the 
equations from KDB 662911 D01.  The raw antenna data is located in the appendix of this report.

The system has four port split into two pairs.  Within each pair the two antennas are co-polarized, but cross 
polarized to the other pair. The correlated gain is therefore calculated by determining the correlated gain separately 
for each pair and then combining the effective gains of the two cross-polarized pairs using the equations for non-
correlated antennas.  This is explained in the OET presentation at TCBC Workshop April 2016, slide 14 of 
“Directional Gain and EIRP Calculations for Transmitters with Multiple Outputs”.

For 3.55GHz , Port1 and Port3 are co-polarized (+45 degree), Port2 and Port4 are co-polarized (-45 degree).  

The correlated gain was calculated using the following steps:
1. For the correlated gain the equation F(2)(d)(i)  from KDB 662911 D01 is applied on a spatial basis (i.e. at each 
theta/phi) to determine the effective gain for each pair of co-polarized  antennas.
2. The two gains are then combined (again, on a spatial basis at each theta-phi) using the formula for non-
correlated transmissions , F(2)(d)(ii) from KDB 662911 D01
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Calculations(cont’d)
3.55GHz correlated calculation for P1&P3 , P2&P4:

Maximum correlated gain for port1 and port3:9.41dBi ,This occurs at:  3550MHz: phi 315 / theta 90
= 10*LOG(((10^(Port1/20))+10^(Port3/20))^2/2) = 10*LOG(((10^(5.0/20))+10^(7.6/20))^2/2)

Maximum correlated gain for port2 and port4:9.28dBi ,This occurs at:  3550MHz: phi 315 / theta 90
= 10*LOG(((10^(Port2/20))+10^(Port4/20))^2/2) = 10*LOG(((10^(4.1/20))+10^(8.0/20))^2/2)

3.55GHz uncorrelated calculation for two cross-polarized pairs:

Maximum uncorrelated gain for two cross-polarized pairs:9.35 ,This occurs at:  3550MHz: phi 315 / theta 90
=10*LOG(((10^(P1&P3 Correlated/10))+10^(P2&P4 Correlated/10))/2) = 10*LOG(((10^(9.41/10))+10^(9.28/10))/2)

Worst-case gains used to calculate the directional gain for cross-polarization:

Single antenna port peak gains


